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Abstract
The dependence of the T -odd correlation on the effective Lagrangian param-
eters in the K+ → πlνγ, l = e, µ decays is analyzed. It is shown that the
introduced observable is perspective in a search for new physics in the vector
and pseudovector sector of the Lagrangian. As for scalar and pseudoscalar
sectors, the T -odd correlation studies will not allow one to improve current
restrictions on parameters of models beyond SM.
1 Introduction
T -invariance is one of the fundamental symmetries in physics, therefore many
experimental groups carry out their studies in this area. The search for a
new physics are extremely promising in the processes, where the Standard
Model contribution to experimental observables is suppressed. One of such
experimental observable, for instance, is the muon transverse polarization in
K+ → π0µν,K+ → µνγ decays [1, 2]. In these processes the Standard Model
contribution to PT vanishes at the tree level. Nonvanishing contribution
appears only at one loop level and is caused by the electromagnetic final
state interaction, therefore it is significantly suppressed. In the K+ → π0µν
decay the lepton transverse polarization is equal to 5 × 10−6[3, 4], and in
K+ → µνγ it is equal to 6× 10−4 [5, 6].
In contrast to SM, in some extensions the transverse polarization appears
already at tree level of perturbation theory [7, 8].
At the moment E246 experiment at KEK performs the analysis of the
data on the K+ → π0µν process to put bounds on the T -violating muon
transverse polarization, where the following result has been obtained [1]:
PT = (−1.12± 2.17(stat.)± 0.90(syst.))× 10−3. (1)
Unfortunately, there is no experimental result for the K+ → µνγ process,
as the the experimental data are still processed. The transverse polarization
is expected to be of order of 1.5× 10−2 [2].
Another important experimental observable used in CP - violation searches
is the T -odd correlation in the K+ → π0lνγ decay defined as ξ = q · [ppi ×
pl]/m
3
K.
In this case the T -violating signal is the asymmetry of differential distri-
bution of decay width relative to the ξ = 0 line. As in the case of lepton
transverse polarization, T -odd correlation vanishes at tree level of SM and
appears due to the electromagnetic final state interaction. In the framework
of SM this effect was examined earlier in [9]. However it would be interesting
to compare that result with the value of the asymmnetry induced by some of
SM extensions. Our work is devoted to this problem.
New perspectives on T -odd correlation researches are connected with OKA
experiment [10], where the measurement of this observable is planned. For
this reason, the problem under discussion is of particular importance. The
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event samples of 106 ÷ 107 for the K+ → π0eνeγ decay and 105 ÷ 106 for
K+ → π0µνµγ one are expected to be accumulated.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we present the model
independent Lagrangian, the expression for the assymetry in terms of the
Lagrangian, discuss the SM contribution to T -correlation. In sections 3 and
4 the contributions of the SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1) model and scalar models
are examined. Last section summarizes the results and conclusions.
2 Model independent approach in T -odd corelation study
The model independent Lagrangian of 4-fermion interaction is as follows:
L =
Gf√
2
sin θc
(
s¯γα(1− γ5)uν¯γα(1− γ5)l + gss¯uν¯(1 + γ5)l + (2)
gps¯γ5uν¯(1 + γ5)l + gvs¯γ
αuν¯γα(1− γ5)l + gas¯γαγ5uν¯γα(1− γ5)l
)
,
where Gf is the Fermi constant, θc is the Cabibo angle, gs, gp, gv, ga are the
scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, and pseudovector constants. From Lagrangian
(2), the matrix element for K(p)→ π0(p′)l(pl)ν(pν)γ(q) decay can be written
as follows:
T =
Gf√
2
V ∗useǫ
∗
α
(
((1 + gv)V
αβ − (1− ga)Aαβ)ν¯(1 + γ5)γβl) + (3)
(1 + gv)Fβν¯(1 + γ5)γ
β(
pα
pq
− p
α
l
plq
− qˆγ
α
2(plq)
)l +
(gsF
α
s + gpF
α
p )ν¯(1 + γ5)l + gsf ν¯(1 + γ5)(
pα
pq
− p
α
l
plq
− qˆγ
α
2(plq)
)l
)
,
where ǫα is the photon polarization vector, and tensors V
αβ, Aαβ, F β, F αs , F
α
p , f
can be presented in the following way:
V αβ +
pα
pq
F β = i
∫
d4xeiqx〈π0(p′)|TJα(x)(s¯γαu)(0)|K(p)〉, (4)
Aαβ = i
∫
d4xeiqx〈π0(p′)|TJα(x)(s¯γαγ5u)(0)|K(p)〉,
F αs +
pα
pq
f = i
∫
d4xeiqx〈π0(p′)|TJα(x)(s¯u)(0)|K(p)〉,
F αp = i
∫
d4xeiqx〈π0(p′)|TJα(x)(s¯γ5u)(0)|K(p)〉,
3
F β = 〈π0(p′)|(s¯γβu)(0)|K〉,
f = 〈π0(p′)|(s¯u)(0)|K(p)〉 ,
where Jα is the electromagnetic current. From the Ward identity [11] we
have the following relations on tensors (4):
qαV
αβ = 0, (5)
qαA
αβ = 0,
qαF
α
s = 0,
qαF
α
p = 0.
Using these relations, we introduce the following parametrization of tensors:
Vαβ = V1(gαβ − Wαqβ
qW
) + V2(p
′
αqβ −
p
′
q
qW
Wαqβ) + (6)
V3(p
′
αWβ −
p
′
q
qW
WαWβ) + V4(p
′
αp
′
β −
p
′
q
qW
Wαp
′
β),
Aαβ = iǫαβρσ(A1p
′ρqσ + A2q
ρW σ) + iǫαλρσp
′λqρW σ(A3Wβ +A4p
′
β),
F β = C1p
′
β + C2(p− p
′
)β,
F αs = S(p
α − pq
p′q
p
′α),
F αp = iPǫ
αλρσpλp
′
ρqσ,
W = pl + pνl,
We use the values of Vi, Ai, Ci formfactors, calculated in the framework of
χPT up to O(p4) [11]. The values of S, f formfactors can be found from
Vi, Ci ones using the Ward identities. The derivation of these relations is
given in Appendix, where the value of P formfactor is calculated as well.
In searches of possible CP -violating effects we are interested in the dis-
tribution of partial K+(p)→ π0(p′)l(pl)ν(pν)γ(q) decay width over the kine-
matical variable ξ = q · [ppi × pl]/m3K in the K+-meson rest frame:
ρ(ξ) =
dΓ
dξ
. (7)
Obviously, ρ(ξ) function can be written as
ρ = feven(ξ) + fodd(ξ) ,
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where feven(ξ) and fodd(ξ) are even and odd functions of ξ, correspondingly.
fodd(ξ) can be rewritten as follows
fodd = g(ξ
2)ξ . (8)
Integrating ρ(ξ) over the kinematical region, one can notice that the contri-
bution of fodd(ξ) vanishes.
To analize K+ → π0l+νlγ decay data we introduce the following observable:
Aξ =
N+ −N−
N+ +N−
, (9)
where N+ and N− are the number of events with ξ > 0 and ξ < 0, corre-
spondingly. Obviously, the numerator of Aξ depends only on fodd(ξ).
Due to the fact that Vi, Ai, Ci formfactors are real at tree level of SM,
the distribution of ρ(ξ) is symmetrical with repect to the ξ = 0 line, i.e.
the numbers of events with ξ > 0 and ξ < 0 in K+ → π0l+νlγ decay are
equal and Aξ = 0. This can be easily explained: at the SM tree level the
formfactors Vi, Ai, Ci are real, the matrix element squared depends only on
the scalar products of momenta of π, µ, ν, γ and the terms linear in ξ vanishes.
Therefore ρ(ξ) is the even function of ξ. The ξ-odd SM terms appear due to
the electromagnetic final state interaction. This leads to appearance of non-
zero imaginary parts of formfactors, that, in turn, gives the nonvanishing
contribution to the fodd(ξ) function and asymmetry, Aξ.
The contribution of the one-loop final state interaction to Aξ was consid-
ered earlier in [9]. Calculation used S-matrix unitarity led to the following
result:
Aξ = 1.14× 10−4 K+ → π0µ+νµγ (10)
Aξ = −0.59× 10−4 K+ → π0e+νeγ
This result indicates that the SM contribution to K+ → π0l+νlγ decay asym-
metry is suppressed, thus making the Aξ observable quite perspective to
search for a new physics.
Let us consider the value of asymmetry Aξ induced by Lagrangian (2). In
the K+-meson rest frame the squared decay amplitude (3) can be presented
as
|T |2 = |Teven|2 + (Im(gv)Cv + Im(ga)Ca + Im(gs)Cs + Im(gp)Cp)m4Kξ. (11)
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The first term is a ξ-even part of matrix element squared, and the second one
is a ξ-odd part, Ca, Cv, Cs, Cp are the kinematical factors, which depend only
on the scalar products of final particle momenta. We do not present here the
explicit expressions for Ca, Cv, Cs, Cp, as they seems to be quite cumbersome.
It follows from (11) that the asymmentry has non-zero value only when there
are non-zero imaginary parts of Lagrangian (2) parameters.
From the expression for matrix element (3) one can obtain the relation
between Ca, Cv kinematical factors. Let us suppose that we use the model
with Im(gv) = −Im(ga) and Im(gs) = Im(gp) = 0. The matrix element
in this model differs from SM one only by a total phase, that can not lead
to non-zero asymmetry. So, in this model Cv − Ca = 0, and since the inner
structure of the model does not affect the kinematical factors Cv, Ca, it would
be correct to state that Cv = Ca in any model.
Integrating the squared amplitude (11) over the phase space one can obtain
the Aξ value. The value of this asymmetry, averaged over the kinematical
region Eγ > 30 MeV θγl > 20
0 in kaon rest frame, is equal to
K+ → πeνeγ :
Aξ = −(2.9× 10−6Im(gs) + 3.7× 10−5Im(gp) + 3.0× 10−3Im(gv + ga))
K+ → πµνµγ :
Aξ = −(3.6× 10−3Im(gs) + 1.2× 10−2Im(gp) + 1.0× 10−2Im(gv + ga))
It should be noticed that in the formula for asymmetry of K+ → πeνeγ decay
amplitude the contributions of Im(gs), Im(gp) parameters are suppressed in
comparison with the case of K+ → πµνµγ decay one, that is caused by the
proportionality of kinematical factors multiplying these parameters to the
final lepton masses.
3 SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1) models
In this section the extensions of SM based on the SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)
[12] gauge group are considered. In these models each generation of fermions
is formed in SU(2)L and SU(2)R doublets. At least, one Higgs multiplet
Φ(2,2,0) is introduced to generate the fermion masses:
Φ =
(
φ01 φ
+
1
φ−2 φ
0
2
)
, (12)
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which vacuum expectation value can be presented as follows:
Φ =
(
k 0
0 k′
)
. (13)
Generally, the vacuum expectation values, k, k′, are complex. Additional
Higgs multiplets are required to break SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1) symmetry
to U(1). In the simpliest case two doublets, δL(2,1,1) and δR(1,2,1), are
introduced:
δL =
(
δ+L
δ0L
)
, δR =
(
δ+R
δ0R
)
. (14)
For a large mass scale MR it is necessary to have the vacuum expectation
value < δ0R >= vR greater than k, k
′, < δ0L >= vL.
Other scenario of spontaneous SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1) symmetry viola-
tion is also possible. In this case two triplets ∆L(1,3,2) and ∆L(3,1,2) are
introduced
∆L,R =
(
∆+/
√
2 ∆++
∆0 −∆+/√2
)
L,R
, (15)
whose vacuum expectation values can be expressed as:
∆L,R =
(
0 0
vL,R 0
)
. (16)
As in the model with two Higgs doublets the condition vR ≫ k, k′, vL should
be valid for large mass scale appearance.
One can also require the Lagrangian of the model under investigation to
be invariant under following transformations
ΨL ↔ ΨR, δR ↔ δL, ∆R ↔ ∆L, Φ↔ Φ+ , (17)
that leads to the fermions – SU(2)L and SU(2)R-bosons coupling constants
are to be equal.
In this case, CP -violation appears due to the CKM matrices in left (KL)
and right (KR) sectors of the model. The effects of CP -violation are more
deep than in SM, as the analogue of the CKM matrix for right sector of the
theory contains N(N+1)/2 phases, where N is the number of fermion gener-
ations. Notice that in our calculations we neglect the neutrino masses, that
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allows to neglect the lepton mixing matrices and consider them as diagonal.
Depending on the model parameters there are two possible mechanisms of
CP -violation. The first one is the spontaneous CP -violation, due to the com-
plexity of k, k′, vR, vL, where the matrix of the Yukawa couplings of Φ with
fermions is real. Second scenario assumes the complexity of Yukawa con-
stants when the vacuum expectation values are real. The latter mechanism
applies in SM. In general case, both variants are possible.
The interaction of charged gauge bosons with quarks may be written as
[13]:
L =
gL√
2
W µL U¯γµK
LPLD +
gR√
2
W µRU¯γµK
RPRD +H.C., (18)
where gR, gL are the coupling constants of right ang left sectors of the model,
UT = (u, c, t) and DT = (d, s, b) are the quark physical states, and PL,R =
(1∓ γ5)/2. States WR,WL are non-physical states, but it is possible to make
them physical performing the unitary transformation(
WL
WR
)
=
(
cos η − sin η
eiω sin η eiω cos η
)(
W1
W2
)
, (19)
where η is the mixing angle, ω is the phase. In the following calculations the
phase factor will be included in KR matrix. From the formulae (18), (19) the
effective Lagrangian of the s→ uµνµ process can be written as:
L = −GF√
2
gR
gL
KR∗su η(s¯(1− γ5)γαu)(ν¯(1 + γ5)γαl). (20)
Comparing the latter expression with Lagrangian in (2) one can obtain
the expression for ga, gv parameters:
gv = ga = −gR
gL
KR∗su
sinθc
η
(21)
Futher we suppose that the model Lagrangian is invariant under transforma-
tion (17), that gives us the following identity: gR = gL. Moreover, we suppose
that KR, KL matrices are related as follows: |(KR)ij| = |(KL)ij|. This con-
dition applies when the vacuum expectation values of Higgs fields are real,
i.e. CP -violation appears due to complexity of the Yukawa couplings. In
this case KL = KR [14]. The identity |(KR)ij| = |(KL)ij| is also valid in
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the models with spontaneous CP -violation. Here, the Yukawa matrix is real
and symmetric, but vacuum expectation values are complex, that leads to
KL = (KR)
∗ identity [15]. Using this relation one can rewrite KR as follows:
KR = eiγ
(
e−iδ2 cos θc e−iδ1 sin θc
−e−iδ1 sin θc eiδ2 cos θc
)
. (22)
From the explicit expression for KR matrix the imagimary parts of ga, gv can
be written as:
Im(ga) = Im(gv) = −η sin(γ − δ1). (23)
Bounds on the model parameters, MR > 715 GeV, η < 0.013, have been
derived from the low-energy data [16].
Using these bounds and inequality |Im(ga)| = |Im(gv)| < η, one can derive
the following upper bounds on the Aξ value:
|Aξ| < 2.6× 10−4, K+ → π0µνµγ,
|Aξ| < 0.8× 10−4, K+ → π0eνeγ (24)
These values of asymmetry can be experimentally observed only if collected
experimental statistics is about ∼ 107 for K+ → πµνµγ decay and ∼ 108 for
the K+ → πeνeγ one.
Let us now estimate the potential of T-odd correlation. Obviously, if T-
odd correlation coming from new physics is of order of it SM background
(10), the task to measure the quantity will become much more complicated.
Making use of this fact one may obtain the parameters of the Lagrangian
under investigation when this problem arises
|Im(ga)| = |Im(gv)| < 5.7 · 10−3, K+ → π0µνµγ,
|Im(ga)| = |Im(gv)| < 9.8 · 10−3, K+ → π0eνeγ (25)
One may compare this values with the bounds from [16] |Im(ga)| =
|Im(gv)| < 0.013. Although the improvement of this restrictions is not too
big, the experiment measuring the asymmetry could put model independent
restrictions on the vector and pseudovector parameters.
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4 Models with scalar interaction
In this section we consider the models with Im(ga) = Im(gv) = 0. For this
case the non-zero asymmetry apears only due to the nonvanishing values of
Im(gs), Im(gp) parametres. Among these models there are some leptoquark
and multihiggs SM extentions [7, 8, 17].
Note, that the K+ → πeνeγ decay is not perspective to probe such models.
It follows from the proportionality of kinematical factors Cs, Cp, entering the
formula for asymmetry (12), to the lepton mass, that leads to the suppression
of scalar and pseudoscalar contributions to this asymmetry. Moreover, in
multihiggs models the additional suppression appears due to the fact that
the Yukawa couplings are proportional to the fermion mass.
So, from two decays considered, only K+ → πµνµγ seems to be perspec-
tive. To set upper limits on possible asymmetry value in this decay let us
consider the muon transverse polarization in K+ → πµνµ. Model indepen-
dent investigation of muon transverse polarization in this decay [7] allows one
to claim that PT is not sensitive to gv, ga, gp constants.
In order to set bounds on Im(gs) constant, one have to write down the
matrix element of K(p)+ → π0(p′)µ(pµ)νµ(pν) decay:
M =
Gf
2
sinθc(f+(p+ p
′)λ + f−(p− p′)λ)u¯(pν)(1 + γ5)γλv(pµ) . (26)
The data of the KEK-E246 experiment on the transverse polarization mea-
surement gives the following result for the value of Im(χ) = Im(f−/f+) [1]:
Im(χ) = (−0.28± 0.69(stat.)± 0.30(syst.))× 10−2 (27)
Using the expression for effective Lagrangian (2) one can relate the values of
Im(χ) and Im(gs):
Im(χ) = Im(gs)
m2K
mµms
(28)
From equations (27), (28) it is easy to obtain the following upper limit:
|Im(gs)| < 6.7 × 10−4. Futher, we assume that Im(gp) ∼ −Im(gs). This
assumption is valid in any model if one neglects the mass of u-quark. Obvi-
ously, within such approach it is not necessary to consider the inner structure
of the models. Using the upper limit on the model parametes one can derive
the bounds the on the Aξ asymmetry of the K
+ → π0µνµγ decay:
|Aξ| < 6.0× 10−6. (29)
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Having this upper limit on the Aξ value one can suppose that for reliable
observation of this asymmetry it is necessary to have more than ∼ 1010
events.
If we compare values (29) with SM background one may see that no per-
spective to improve restrictions to scalar and pseudoscalar parameters are
expected.
5 Conclusion
The asymmetry Aξ in theK
+ → πlνγ decays is investigated in the framework
of models corresponing to effective Lagrangian (2) up to O(p4) terms of χPT
.
It is shown that the scalar and pseudoscalar sectors of Lagrangian con-
tribute to asymmetry Aξ. However, since the kinematical factors in (11) are
proportional to the lepton mass, Aξ is strongly suppresed in the K
+ → πeνeγ
decay. As for the decay with muon in the final state, the dependence of the
asymmentry on scalar interaction effects is strong enough. KEK-E246 data
allows one to obtain the strict bounds on the coupling constant, that signif-
icantly sophisticates the search for the scalar and pseudoscalar interaction
contributions to asymmetry . It is necessary at least ∼ 1010 events to observe
this asymmetry experimentally, and the anticipated value of this observable
could be as follows:
|Aξ| < 6.0× 10−6, (30)
that two orders less than the SM contribution to Aξ.
KEK-E246 experiment allows to set constraints strict enough only for the
cvase of the pseudoscalar and scalar constants, while vector and pseudovector
sectors of Lagrangian remains obscure. Probably, the bounds on these pa-
rameters can be obtained in OKA experiment, that will come to operation in
the nearest future. Our results reveal a high sensitivity of the asymmetry Aξ
to vector and pseudovector interactions of the effective Lagrangian. Besides,
in order to search for CP -violating effects, one can consider the K+l3γ-meson
decays with electron and muon in the final state. Taking into account the
bounds on the parameters of SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1) model, one can get
the upper limit on the Aξ value
|Aξ| < 2.6× 10−4, K+ → π0µνµγ,
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|Aξ| < 0.8× 10−4, K+ → π0eνeγ (31)
Therefore, if statistic in OKA experiment is enlarged by one order it will
possible to claim that the planning OKA experiment is quite perspective to
probe vector and pseudovector sectors of Lagrangian, and asymmetry Aξ is
quite effective observable for a new physics searches.
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6 Appendix
In the framework of χPT the QCD Lagrangian is introduced with external
sources [18]:
L = LQCD + q¯γµ(v
µ + γ5a
µ)q − q¯(s− iγ5p)q, (32)
where LQCD is the massless QCD Lagrangian, q
T = (u, d, s) are the quark
fields, vµ, aµ, s, p are the Hermitian matrices 3 × 3. It is easy to see that
Lagrangian (32) is invariant under local transformations SU(3)L × SU(3)R:
qL → gLqL, qR → gRqR, s+ ip→ gR(s+ ip)g+L (33)
lµ = gLlµg
+
L + igL∂µg
+
L , rµ = gRrµg
+
R + igR∂µg
+
R ,
lµ = vµ − aµ, rµ = vµ + aµ.
Effective χPT Lagrangian is constructed (with symmetry (33) taken into
account) as the expansion in a series of external momenta:
Leff = L2 + L4 + ... , (34)
where L2, L4 are the effective Lagrangian terms up to O(p
4), O(p6), corre-
spondingly. Notice that L2 is invariant under (33) transformations, while L4
invariance is broken due to the chiral anomaly [11, 18]. Nevertheless, the
effective Lagrangian is invariant under the transformation:
vµ ± aµ → g(vµ ± aµ)g+ + ig∂µg+, (35)
s+ ip→ g(s+ ip)g+
g ∈ SU(3).
Taking into account the fact that generating functional is invariant under
(35) transformations
Z[v′, a′, s′, p′] = Z[v, a, s, p], (36)
one can transform g = 1+iα+O(α2) ∈ SU(3), and obtain the Ward identities
in χPT [11]:
< α∂µ
δZ
δvµ
>= i <
∑
I=v,a,s,p
[α, I]
δZ
δI
> , (37)
where <> means performing the trace operation.
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Let us consider the marix element 〈0|Ta3µ(x)a4+i5ν (y)V 4−i5α (z)V emβ (w)|0〉,
where a3µ(x), a
4+i5
ν (y) are the axial currents corresponding to π
0 and K+
mesons, V 4−i5(z) is the vector current of the s¯ → u¯ transition, V emβ (w) is
the electromagnetic current. The divergence ∂αz of this matrix element can
be obtained using the Ward identities. Therefore, one have to replace α in
equation (37) by λ4 − iλ5 and act upon the matrix element by the operator:
Aˆ =
δ
δa3µ(x)
δ
δa4+i5ν (y)
δ
δV emα (z)
(38)
At the point of vµ = aµ = p = 0, s =M , where M is the quark mass matrix,
this expression takes form:
∂αz 〈0|Ta3µ(x)a4+i5ν (y)V 4−i5α (z)V emβ (w)|0〉 = (39)
i(mu −ms)〈0|Ta3µ(x)a4+i5ν (y)s4−i5(z)V emβ (w)|0〉
+〈0|Ta3µ(x)a4+i5ν (y)V 4−i5β (z)|0〉δ(w − z)
+〈0|Ta4+i5ν (y)a4−i5µ (z)V emβ (w)|0〉δ(z − x)
−1
2
〈0|Ta3µ(x)a3ν(z)V emβ (w)|0〉δ(z − y)
−
√
3
2
〈0|Ta3µ(x)a8ν(z)V emβ (w)|0〉δ(z − y).
Futher, we use the reduction formulae to relate the vacuum matrix elements
of (39) with one of the K+ → π0 transition. Obviously, the latter three
terms in experssion (39) do not contribute to the final result, since they do
not contain any pole terms on π0 and K+ meson mass scale simultaneously.
Using this fact one can rewrite this expression as follows:
∂yν〈π0|TV emµ (x)V 4−i5ν (y)|K+〉 = 〈π0|V 4−i5ν (y)|K+〉δ(x− y) + (40)
i(mu −ms)〈π0|TV emµ (x)S4−i5(y)|K+〉.
The relation between scalar and vector formfactors in terms of (4) has the
form:
V µνWν + (F
µ − F
νqν
pq
pµ) = (mu −ms)F µs . (41)
Similarly, one can obtain the expression for f :
F ν(pν − p′ν) = (mu −ms)f. (42)
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Non-zero contribution to formfactor P can appear only due to the anomalous
terms of effective χPT Lagrangian. It has the following form [11]:
Lanom(Φ
3γ) = −i e
√
2
4π2f 3pi
ǫµνρσAσ < Q∂µΦ∂νΦ∂ρΦ >, (43)
where Φ is the pseudoscalar mesons octet matrix, Q = 1/3×diag(2,−1,−1),
fpi = 93.2 MeV. Feynman diagram, contributing to formfactor P is shown in
Fig. 1. Taking into account this diagram one can rewrite the expression for
the formfactor in the following form
P =
√
2
4π2f 2
1
W 2 −M2K
M2K
ms +mu
, (44)
where W = p− p′ − q.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. Feynman diagram that gives the non-zero contribution to the form-
factor P .
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Fig. 1
γ
π0
K+ K+ H+
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